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Details of Visit:

Author: Galaxy Man
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 29 Apr 2009 18.00
Duration of Visit: 2hrs
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07804349494

The Premises:

A rented apartment just south of Tower Bridge. Easy to find (at least for me, I'd been to a 'Dance'
apartment party in the block before). I believe she also works from sundry very 'upmarket' Hotels.
Might as well add to the experience!

The Lady:

A slightly posh, well spoken (raunchy accent) slightly mixed race British girl. Tall, curvy and . . . .I'm
struggling for the adjective. . . . built. All of my fantasies rolled into one. Just like her pictures on her
other place website. I couldn't believe my eyes when I saw her in the flesh. But my hands told me
my eyes were doing OK! All natural too. . . . 

The Story:

I've been trying for a while to 'do' this FR in my previous poetry style, but even these weeks later am
so blown away by it the words will not come. Unlike me, who came so hard during our time together
I thought I'd shot my backbone through my weapon. The booking couldn't have been easier to
make, a few 'phone calls and it was all done. I think a client will get the best Tinkabelleexperience if
they put a little effort into these conversations. We, in a few sentences, discovered some common
interests and this quickly grew into a game plan for the 2hr meeting. As in many things in life, put in
a little effort into the planning and the results will be so much better. Tinkabelle is very clever, and
very quick witted. Certainly no quiet and retiring type, although she very quickly was able to read
me, and when I needed a short break during our time together she suggested it *just* as I was
about to. Our role play stated pretty much as I arrived as she was dressed to suit the occasion. Her
quick wit allowed a fantastic scene and she followed every twist and turn
suggested. She threw in a few of her own too, when something we were doing particularly pleased
her. She isn't slow in coming forward and asking for 'more more more'

Services? Well, I can't think of anything I suggested that was thought about for more that 0.001
seconds, and the response (by word or body positioning) was always 'yes'. She made some
suggestions too, and I enjoyed everything we did together. I look forward to doing it all again, and I
just know it'll be totally different and totally as good. Just look at the 'Enjoys' list! It's all true! With the
right partner (one who *really* enjoys it) I'm a bit of an anal lover, and her attention to me and her
demand of extended attention to her was wonderful. I don't know how I can recommend her highly
enough. I don't intend to be a 'tout' but there's been a few times when questions about Service
Providers have screamed at me to answer *Tinkabelle* 
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